
Temperature 
Screening Terminal 
with Face Mask Monitoring

The MinMoe Touch Free Temperature Screening Terminal 
helps to ensure that visitors with an elevated temperature 
or who are not wearing a face mask do not gain entry to 
your Nursing Home, Hospital or Care Centre.

A fully customisable solution that can operate as 
stand-alone system or may be integrated with door
locking so that access will be denied if an alert is triggered.

Temperature Screening | Face Mask Monitoring | Face Recognition Access Control
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The Future of
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Our Hands
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Fast Temperature Measurement

Temperature Accuracy +/- 0.5C

Face Mask Detection Option

Alerts Trigger Voice Prompt

Screening Distance 0.3m to 2.0m

Connects to Access Control System

Monitor Entrances 24/7

Wall Mounted or Floor Stand 

Staff Facial Recognition Option
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Fast, Reliable, 
Touch Free Fever Detection

Supports Vanadium Oxide 
uncooled sensor to measure 
visitor’s temperature

Temperature measuring 
range: 30°C to 45°C 
(86°F to 113°F), accuracy:  
+/- 0.5C

Fast temperature measurement mode: 
Detects face and takes skin-surface 
temperature

Face mask wearing reminders for 
visitors, deny access if face mask is 
not worn

Displays and logs temperature 
measurement on the screen

Triggers voice prompts when detecting 
fever (record your own message)

Over-ride access control system if a 
high temperature is detected    

Fever detection can trigger nurse 
call, local alarm sounder and/or 
access control system

Log temperature and attendance of 
staff and visitors

View alerts and event logs on 
PC when networked

Facial recognition access control for 
staff and selected visitors

Approved visitors only option

7" touchscreen controls

Easy to install and user-friendly 
configuration

Create alerts on your Nurse 
Call System when a person with
a high temperature is at the 
main door Monitor the temperature of

residents as they go into
dining and day rooms
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